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Abstract
We present our solution for the Russian RDF-
to-text generation task of the WebNLG Chal-
lenge 2023 1. We use the pretrained large
language model named FRED-T5 (Zmitrovich
et al., 2023) to finetune on the train dataset.
Also, we propose several types of prompt and
run experiments to analyze their effectiveness.
Our submission achieves 0.373 TER on the
test dataset, taking the first place according
to the results of the automatic evaluation and
outperforming the best result of the previous
challenge by 0.025. The code of our solu-
tion is available at the following link: https:
//github.com/Ivan30003/webnlg_interno

1 Introduction

Recently released large language models (a.k.a.
LLMs) like GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), BLOOM (Scao
et al., 2022), LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023) and
PaLM (Chowdhery et al., 2022) proved the abil-
ity of deep neural networks to generate realistic
texts, maintain a human-like conversation and an-
swer factual questions based on the information
contained in the training data. However, real-life
applications of LLMs could benefit from extracting
relevant information from external databases to pro-
vide a user with a proper answer. Data in databases
typically have a structured form, and one of the
main challenges is to present extracted information
in the natural sentences.

The RDF-to-text track of the WebNLG challenge
aims to address that particular problem. Given the
data presented in a common RDF format, the task
is to generate a natural utterance that conveys in-
formation from the structured data. The RDF data

1https://synalp.gitlabpages.inria.fr/
webnlg-challenge/challenge_2023

format operates with three entities - subject, object
and predicate, where the latter represents a type of
relations between subject and object. Such entities
form a triple, and each data sample is represented
as a tripleset consisting of one or several triples
(Table 1).

It was mentioned by Kasner and Dušek (2020),
such tripleset representation in English can be seen
as a noisy version of a target utterance, and de-
noising autoencoders like T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)
and BART (Lewis et al., 2020) may provide a sta-
ble solution to the problem. In Russian track of
the challenge we additionally expect generated ut-
terances to be in Russian while the triples remain
in English. That can be handled either by a two
stage solution where translation (of input triples or
generated utterances) performed as a separate step,
or by an end-to-end solution - for the such case,
encoder-decoder architectures are suitable as well
(Liu et al., 2020).

The above assumptions are supported by the re-
sults of the previous challenge (Castro Ferreira
et al., 2020), where 3 out of 6 solutions for the
RDF-to-text Russian track were based on a pre-
trained multilingual BART model (Kasner and
Dušek, 2020; Yang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020),
and the winning solution was based on a T5 model
pretrained on a large bilingual (en, ru) corpus of
structured data (Agarwal et al., 2020).

In contrast to the previous solutions, we focus
solely on the Russian track and use the state-of-
the-art LLM for russian language named FRED-T5
(Zmitrovich et al., 2023), assuming that pretran-
ing on a large corpus of Russian texts can bene-
fit the model’s ability to generate more realistic
utterances. We also experiment with prompt con-
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XML

<entry category="Airport" eid="1309" shape="(X (X (X)))" shape_type="chain" size="2">
< originaltripleset >

<otriple>Aarhus_Airport | location | Tirstrup</otriple>
<otriple>Tirstrup | country | Denmark</otriple>

</ originaltripleset >
<modifiedtripleset>

<mtriple>Aarhus_Airport | location | Tirstrup</mtriple>
<mtriple>Tirstrup | country | Denmark</mtriple>

</modifiedtripleset>
<lex comment="" lang="en" lid="Id1">Aarhus Airport is located in Tirstrup, Denmark.</lex>
<lex comment="" lang="en" lid="Id2">The location of Aarhus Airport is Tirstrup, in Denmark.</lex>
<dbpedialinks>

<dbpedialink direction="en2ru">Denmark | sameAs | Дания</dbpedialink>
</dbpedialinks>
<links>

<link direction="en2ru">Tirstrup | sameAs | Тирструп</link>
<link direction="en2ru">Aarhus Airport | includes | Орхус</link>

</links>
</entry>

Labels Аэропорт Орхус расположен в Тирструпе, Дания.
Место расположения орхусского аэропорта - Тирструп, в Дании.

Table 1: Example of XML data and labels for Russian track of WebNLG Challenge. <modifiedtripleset> is used as
linearized triples.

struction enriching tripleset with additional data
presented in raw XML. Our final submission is
based on a FRED-T5 model finetuned on the train
dataset with automatically translated predicates and
the properties "links", "dbpedialinks", "category"
and "size" included into the prompt. Our submis-
sion achieves 0.373 TER on the test dataset, taking
the first place according to the results of the auto-
matic evaluation and outperforming the best result
of the previous challenge by 0.025.

2 Data

The original dataset for RDF-to-text task is pre-
sented in the XML-file format. It is split into train,
dev and test sets. RDF-triples were extracted from
DBpedia and have the subject-predicate-object
structure linearized with vertical bars as separa-
tors (Table 1). The number of triples in data sam-
ples varies from 1 to 7, and each sample belongs
to one of 9 categories: Building, Astronaut, Air-
port, SportsTeam, ComicsCharacter, CelestialBody,
Monument, University, Food.

Category names and triples are initially pre-
sented in English. However, links between English
and Russian entities from subjects and objects of
RDF-triples are provided by <links> and <dbpe-
dialinks> properties. These links are encoded by
two kinds of relations: "includes" and "sameAs",
the latter of which can be considered as an explicit
translation.

The model’s input is the prompt, and we discuss
the prompt construction in the next section. As
an output, we expect to receive a generated text
similar to the text from the label. However, each
sample may contain multiple labels that represent

a natural language text corresponding to triples
(Table 1). Hence we transform each label with the
corresponding input into a separate sample for train-
ing. In total, the training dataset consists of 14630
samples (from 5573 original samples). Validation
and test datasets have 790 and 1102 samples, re-
spectively, on which we performed multi-reference
model evaluation.

3 Experimental setup

3.1 Triple Processing

In our approach, data preparation process included
two stages - data pre-processing and prompt con-
struction. At data pre-pocessing stage, we con-
verted predicate names and categories from so
called ’camel’ case to multi-word expressions (e.g.
"isPartOf" becomes "is part of"), analogous to
(Agarwal et al., 2020). Also, we removed under-
score from all occurrences of Object and Subject
names in linearized triples, <links> and <dbpedi-
alinks> (e.g. "Aarhus_Airport" becomes "Aarhus
Airport").

At prompt construction stage, we considered
three ways of constructing prompt (Table 2). In
a "Simple" case, the prompt is presented as a set of
pre-processed triples, extracted from the original
dataset and separated by semicolon. Unlike the
works presented at the challenge in previous years,
we did not use any special tokens to indicate the
subject, predicate and object.

However, it was noticed that the model faces
the problem of translating proper nouns from En-
glish to Russian: in some cases the translation was
either incorrect or sounded unnatural. To solve
this issue, pre-processed links with subjects and
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Name Prompt
Simple { Aarhus Airport | location | Tirstrup }; { Tirstrup | country | Denmark }

With links Соотношения: { Aarhus Airport | location | Tirstrup }; { Tirstrup | country |
Denmark }.\nДополнительные соотношения: { Tirstrup = Тирструп }; {
Aarhus Airport >= Орхус }.\nСсылки: { Denmark = Дания }.

Full Категория: Airport.\nЧисло соотношений: 2. Соотношения: { Aarhus
Airport | location | Tirstrup }; { Tirstrup | country | Denmark
}.\nДополнительные соотношения: { Tirstrup = Тирструп }; { Aarhus
Airport >= Орхус }.\nСсылки: { Denmark = Дания }.\nКороткое
высказывание:

Translated Категория: Аэропорт.\nЧисло соотношений: 2. Соотношения: {
Aarhus Airport | месторасположение | Tirstrup }; { Tirstrup | страна |
Denmark }.\nДополнительные соотношения: { Tirstrup = Тирструп }; {
Aarhus Airport >= Орхус }.\nСсылки: { Denmark = Дания }.\nКороткое
высказывание:

Table 2: Examples of the proposed prompts. Translation of keywords: Соотношения - Relations; Дополни-
тельные соотношения - Additional relations; Ссылки - Links; Категория - Category; Число соотношений -
Number of relations; Короткое высказывание - Short statement.

objects translation from the original dataset were
included in the basic version. We preserved origi-
nal <links> and <dbpedialinks> division by using
keywords "Ссылки" and "Дополнительные со-
отношения", respectively, and encoded "sameAs"
and "includes" relations by "=" and ">=". More-
over, we added a keyword "Соотношения" for
the triples to orient a model in the given data. We
denote such prompt as "With links".

In order to provide a model with the context and
simplify its "perception" process of the received
data, it was suggested to add some metadata, such
as pre-processed category names and tripleset size,
to the prompt. We denote that prompt as "Full".

To prepare our final dataset, we automatically
translated predicates and category names (without
taking into account the context), expecting that to
reduce the number of grammar and morphological
mistakes while generating sentences in Russian.
The minimum number of characters in our prompt
is 171, the maximum is 2179, the average is 450.
Examples of each prompt construction is presented
in Table 2.

3.2 Training setup
For our experiments we use a large language
model named FRED-T5 with 1.7 billion param-
eters (Zmitrovich et al., 2023). The model is based
on T5 architecture (Raffel et al., 2020) and trained

on a large corpus of Russian texts using a mix-
ture of denoising objectives analogous to UL2 (Tay
et al., 2023). We also experiment with a multilin-
gual mT5 model (Xue et al., 2021) in Large (1.2B)
and XL (3.7B) configurations. Comparing the re-
sults of FRED-T5 and mT5, we aim to examine
how critical it is for the task to use a model trained
specifically for Russian language.

LoRA trainable
# params

Total
# params

FRED-T5 7 077 888 1 747 435 008
mT5-Large 4 718 592 1 234 299 904
mT5-XL 9 437 184 3 752 056 832

Table 3: Model size

To start with, we used the pretrained checkpoints
2 3 4 and finetuned the models solely on the train
dataset for 20 epochs with total batch_size = 16
on 4×V 100 GPUs. To make training process more
efficient, we used LoRA method (Hu et al., 2022)
with rank = 16, α = 32, dropout = 0.05 as a
commonly used configuration. We used standard

2FRED-T5: https://huggingface.co/ai-forever/
FRED-T5-1.7B

3mT5-Large: https://huggingface.co/google/
mt5-large

4mT5-XL: https://huggingface.co/google/mt5-xl
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Team Name BLEU METEOR chrF++ TER ↓ BERT F1
WebNLG-Interno (ours) 54.711 0.700 0.690 0.373 0.920
cuni-ufal (Kasner and Dušek, 2020) 52.930 0.672 0.677 0.398 0.909
bt5 (Agarwal et al., 2020) 51.630 0.676 0.683 0.420 0.907
Baseline (Castro Ferreira et al., 2020) 25.500 0.467 0.514 0.665 0.837

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results of our submission and the leaders of the previous challenge.

cross-entropy loss objective with label smoothing
factor alpha = 0.1 for model finetuning. It was
decided to choose the best checkpoint by the ME-
TEOR value on the dev dataset since this metric has
been used as an objective in the previous challenge
(Castro Ferreira et al., 2020). To obtain the final
results, we used beam search with width = 5.

4 Results

In this section we provide the results of our ex-
periments. We finetuned FRED-T5 model on the
training dataset with different prompts. Table 5
shows the results of automatic evaluation on dev
and test splits. Comparing the results of finetuning
the model on "Simple" and "With links" prompts,
we observe that enriching prompt with <links> and
<dbpedialinks> data leads to a significant gain in
generation quality on average. However, this gain
is not consistent as we noticed drop in performance
for a big portion of samples. Also, we cannot con-
firm that using <links> and <dbpedialinks> data
contributes to a better translation of named enti-
ties, although it does help for some samples. It
seems that the additional data simply enables a bet-
ter convergence. The same conclusion was made
for the "Full" prompt, although the gain is not so
noticeable.

Also, we conducted the same experiments with
translated predicates and categories. To our sur-
prise, this did not lead to a significant improvement,
and for the "Simple" prompt it even worsened the
model’s performance. The possible explanation for
this is that the target labels are quite different from
the translated predicates, and FRED-T5 already has
a decent translation ability.

In order to understand what advantages FRED-
T5 has over multilingual LLMs, we finetuned mT5-
Large and mT5-XL models on the train dataset
with "Full Translated" prompt. From Table 6 we
can conclude that mT5-XL and FRED-T5 demon-
strate comparable performance, while FRED-T5 is
more than twice smaller than mT5-XL (Table 3).

At the same time, mT5-Large is closer to FRED-T5
in terms of model size, but converges with lower ac-
curacy, especially on the dev dataset. Considering
the fact that from architecture perspective all mod-
els are based on T5, we may assume that FRED-T5
benefits from its pretraining scheme and the target
language corpora.

In our submission we used FRED-T5 model fine-
tuned on the train dataset with "Full Translated"
prompt. Table 4 shows automatic evaluation results
on the test dataset in comparison to the leaders of
the previous challenge (Castro Ferreira et al., 2020).
Our model outperforms existing solutions by a sig-
nificant margin, although does not yield a drastic
improvement.

5 Conclusion

We presented a solution for the RDF-to-text prob-
lem in Russian. Our solution is based on FRED-T5
large language model, utilizes additional informa-
tion from raw XML data and is aided by machine
translation. The developed solution achieves 0.373
TER on the WebNLG-2023 test dataset and outper-
forms existing solutions by a large margin. Further-
more, conducted experiments demonstrated that
translated data is not crucial for the solution and
provides only a small gain, while a proper pretrain-
ing plays a major role.
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